
“people” from “pebbles” or whence our hardness; or the pious humans are
transformed into trees, for which reason the trees are regarded as sacred).

The Flood Myth/Legend is an international migratory story attested also in
Hebrew, Mesopotamian, and Indian tradition.
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FOLK ETYMOLOGY
Popular, unscientific derivation of a word.

Popular etymologies, based upon the observation of superficial resem-
blances between words, underlie or play a role in many myths and legends in
ways that are not apparent when the narratives are translated or retold in an-
other language.

Thus a chance similarity between the Greek noun aphros (“foam”) and the
first part of the divine name Aphroditê, which has no obvious meaning in
Greek, can suggest that the goddess’s name may signify “Foam + (something),”
an etymology that contributed to the strange myth according to which
Aphroditê was born from foam. In the same way, a superficial resemblance be-
tween the Greek noun myrmekes (“ants”) and the ethnic substantive Myrmi-
dones (Myrmidons, a term for inhabitants of Phthia) underlies the story accord-
ing to which Zeus transformed certain ants into humans, the first Myrmidons.

When the sense of divine epithets became obscure over time, their original
import having been forgotten, Greeks often reinterpreted them on the basis of
their resemblance to familiar words. Hermes’s epithet Argeiphontes was taken to
mean “Slayer of Argos” and connected with a myth in which Hermes slew a
many-eyed monster named Argos, whom he had lulled to sleep. Athena’s obscure
epithet Tritogeneia was understood variously, such as “Born by [the River] Triton.”

The attention of folk etymologists was not restricted to proper nouns.
When the lonely survivors of the Great Deluge, Deukalion and Pyrrha, were in-
structed to cast stones behind them, those thrown by him became men and
those thrown by her turned into women, wherefore (the narrative claims) hu-
mans are termed laos (“folk”), having originated from laas (“stones”). That is,
humans are called “people” because they came from “pebbles.”
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